Stark width and shift regularities of the multiply charged ion s Stark width and shift regularities of the multiply charged ion spectral lines pectral lines have been studied have been studied
Introduction Introduction
In the last thirty five years Stark parameters of over thousand In the last thirty five years Stark parameters of over thousand neutral and ion neutral and ion spectral lines up to fifteenth stage of the ionization of about spectral lines up to fifteenth stage of the ionization of about fifty elements from fifty elements from Periodic table have been determined experimentally or theoretica  Periodic table have been determined experimentally or theoretically calculated  lly calculated Stark parameters dependence on the upper level ionization potent Stark parameters dependence on the upper level ionization potential has been ial has been theoretically evaluated and experimentally demonstrated and prov theoretically evaluated and experimentally demonstrated and proved using the ed using the Stark parameters database available from NIST Stark parameters database available from NIST The present approach differs from earlier Stark broadening trend The present approach differs from earlier Stark broadening trend analyses analyses primarily in the choice of the variable conveying atomic structu primarily in the choice of the variable conveying atomic structure information; re information; Stark parameters dependence on the upper level ionization potent Stark parameters dependence on the upper level ionization potential is theoretical ial is theoretical expected expected
In establishing the expected dependences the existing In establishing the expected dependences the existing theoretical and experimental data were used: theoretical and experimental data were used: • According to Grime's semi classical approach Stark parameters a According to Grime's semi classical approach Stark parameters are expressed in re expressed in terms of atomic matrix elements. These in turn, can be related t terms of atomic matrix elements. These in turn, can be related to quantum o quantum numbers as per equation (77) of numbers as per equation (77) is the effective principle quantum number: The most general case: all transitions of all elements in differ The most general case: all transitions of all elements in different stages of ent stages of ionization ionization Regularities The obtained equations can be used for predicting data where not The obtained equations can be used for predicting data where not available but available but originating from the same type of transition originating from the same type of transition The accuracy of predicted data is comparable to the accuracies o The accuracy of predicted data is comparable to the accuracies of the data used f the data used in the procedure of the establishing regularities: in the procedure of the establishing regularities: 
Conclusions Conclusions
Theoretically expected Stark parameters regularities within Theoretically expected Stark parameters regularities within multiplet multiplet, , supermultiplet supermultiplet, , spectral series, transition arrays, homologous, isonuclear and spectral series, transition arrays, homologous, isonuclear and isoelectronic isoelectronic sequences, sequences, same transition (e.g. resonance or off same transition (e.g. resonance or off--resonance resonance… …) of atoms or ions of all elements ) of atoms or ions of all elements along Periodic table can be explained on the bases of Stark widt along Periodic table can be explained on the bases of Stark widths and shift dependences hs and shift dependences of the upper level ionization potential and the rest core charge of the upper level ionization potential and the rest core charge of the emitter of the emitter These dependences on the rest core charge of the emitter (seeing These dependences on the rest core charge of the emitter (seeing by the electron by the electron undergoing transition) and the upper level ionization potential undergoing transition) and the upper level ionization potential established using existing established using existing experimental and theoretical data can be used for prediction of experimental and theoretical data can be used for prediction of Stark widths and shifts Stark widths and shifts for the lines not calculated or measured so far for the lines not calculated or measured so far
The accuracy of the obtained data is the same as the accuracies The accuracy of the obtained data is the same as the accuracies of the data used in the of the data used in the procedure of establishing these dependences procedure of establishing these dependences
